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Abstract

Cumulative environmental impacts driven by anthropogenic stressors lead to disproportionate effects on indigenous communities that are reliant on land and water resources. Understanding and counteracting these effects requires knowledge from multiple sources. Yet the combined use of Traditional Knowledge (TK) and Scientific Knowledge (SK) has both technical and philosophical hurdles to overcome, and suffers from inherently imbalanced power dynamics that can disfavour the very communities it intends to benefit. In this article, we present a 'two-eyed seeing' approach for co-producing and blending knowledge about ecosystem health by using an adapted Bayesian Belief Network for the Slave River and Delta region in Canada's Northwest Territories. We highlight how bridging TK and SK with a combination of field data, interview transcripts, existing models, and expert judgement can address key questions about ecosystem health when considerable uncertainty exists. SK indicators (e.g., bird counts, mercury in fish, water depth) were graded as moderate, whereas TK indicators (e.g., bird usage, fish aesthetics, changes to water flow) were graded as being poor in comparison to the past. SK indicators were predominantly spatial (i.e., comparing to other locations) while the TK indicators were predominantly temporal (i.e., comparing across time). After being populated by 16 experts (local harvesters, Elders, governmental representatives, and scientists) using both TK and SK, the model output reported low probabilities that the social-ecological system is healthy as it used to be. We argue that it is novel and important to bridge TK and SK to address the challenges of environmental change such as the cumulative impacts of multiple stressors on ecosystems and the services they provide. This study presents a critical social-ecological tool for widening the evidence-base to a more holistic understanding of the system dynamics of multiple environmental stressors in ecosystems and for developing more effective knowledge-inclusive partnerships between indigenous communities, researchers and policy decision-makers. This represents new transformational empirical insights into how wider knowledge discourses can contribute to more effective adaptive co-management governance practices and solutions for the resilience and sustainability of ecosystems in Northern Canada and other parts of the world with strong indigenous land tenure.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Complementary use of traditional knowledge and science

There have been persistent calls for greater inclusion of local and indigenous or traditional knowledge (TK) alongside conventional scientific knowledge (SK) in making decisions about natural resources (e.g., Huntington, 2000; Mistry and Berardi, 2016; Sutherland et al., 2014). Such a call is enunciated within three wider transdisciplinary movements that intersect knowledge use and decision-making for
environmental management. First, there is an increasing shift towards adaptive co-management in social-ecological systems, defined as the use of different types of local stakeholder and rights-holder knowledge to collaboratively foster diverse forms of knowledge generation (Berkes, 2009; Olsson et al., 2004). Second, hierarchical management is being rejected for more democratic management and governance of nonlinear and complex environmental issues (Chaffin et al., 2014; Stringer et al., 2006). Last, there is a recognized need to move away from narrow and linear conventions of technical expertise that marginalises TK through its use of particular reductionist forms of SK in formulating ecosystem, biodiversity and environmental change decision-making and policies (Beck, 2011; Pielke, 2007; Turnhout et al., 2016). This paper empirically contributes to the debates by operationalizing the integration and complementarity of TK and SK for environmental and natural resources decision-making.

The idea of ‘interplay’, how new knowledge interacts with other forms of knowledge, has been highlighted as one important factor in driving more effective knowledge use for adaptive co-management governance (Lemos, 2015). TK, which refers to the knowledge, innovations and practices of indigenous and local communities that are developed, sustained and passed on from generation to generation, can provide complementary perspectives, borne from long periods of shared observation and experimentation that are often lacking in SK (Sutherland et al., 2014). Both SK and TK can be empirically driven, but TK generally has a highly qualitative element as well. TK is more oral, holistic and requires much face-to-face interaction whereas SK is more reductionist, lab or field-based and requires specialized skills or technology for monitoring. Both forms of knowledge can independently provide powerful insights into understanding ecosystem health, but both can also suffer from the inability to recognize or detect environmental changes (e.g., Bender et al., 2013; Moller et al., 2004). There is abundant literature examining the use of TK with SK for guiding adaptive processes in conservation and resource management (e.g., Berkes et al., 2000; Moller et al., 2004). For example, certain jurisdictions within Canada, Australia and Brazil are taking steps forward in the bridging of scientific monitoring data and traditional local observations for the conservation of threatened species and protected areas (Berkes et al., 2000; Gerhardinger et al., 2009), in managing forestry practices (Pinkerton, 1998), water management strategies (GNWT, 2010; GA and GNWT, 2016), and to inform climate change mitigation, adaptation and policy (Leonard et al., 2013). Co-production of TK and SK can also enhance capacity in rural or vulnerable communities observing resource declines, allow new ideas and tools to improve both local and scientific practices, and provide checks and balances to ensure new ideas are acceptable in terms of customary institutions and values (Johnson et al., 2016; Reid et al., 2006).

Despite these advantages, the combined use of TK and SK for environmental management is often challenging and problematic. There are fundamental differences in the way people perceive the nature of knowledge and tensions can arise in part because of disparate power relations and lack of collaboration between indigenous people and researchers (e.g., Bohensky et al., 2013; Nadasy, 1999) that leads to only a fractional representation of the complete body of knowledge held in TK (Houde, 2007). This issue can be strengthened by the co-production of research by communities and scientists that leads to the emergence of more inclusive and resilient forms of environmental governance when abrupt changes caused by multiple environmental stressors loom (Folke et al., 2005). Co-production, however, is also affected by other diverse factors such as the politics of indigenous rights and indigenous socioeconomic and cultural differences (Hill et al., 2012). Academic and governmental practices generally require TK to fit within a scientific management system even though the knowledges held by indigenous peoples can be fundamentally different from those held by scientists (i.e., oral vs. written, compartmentalized vs. holistic) (Armitage et al., 2011). Some scientists have even rejected TK as being ‘anecdotal’, ‘biased’ and ‘inaccurate’ (Brook and Mclachlan, 2008).

Many works therefore continue to advocate the use of TK and its problematic ‘integration’ with science without describing or even proposing practical means for achieving this goal (Reid et al., 2006).

1.2. Bayesian belief networks as a two-eyed seeing approach

The concept of ‘two-eyed seeing’ offers a framework on how different types of knowing such as TK and SK can be brought together more often as a developmental practice (Briggs, 2013), while respecting the differences and perspectives that each can offer (Bartlett et al., 2012). As a result, we learn to see from one eye with the strengths of TK, and from the other eye with the strengths of SK. Using both eyes together brings us closer to a more improved understanding of the dynamics of the whole system under multiple stressors both abrupt and long-term (Folke et al., 2005); a new, balanced way of seeing the world that has been created for the benefit of all (Whyte et al., 2015).

Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) are one type of participatory modelling (i.e., Barber and Jackson, 2015) in which a two-eyed seeing approach can be embraced and operationalized. BBNs are probabilistic models that provide a graphical representation of key factors and interactions for an outcome of interest (Kjaerulf and Madsen, 2008). Key factors are represented as nodes (parent and child) in the diagram and their dependencies on other key factors, and the outcome of interest, are depicted as directed links to form a directed acyclic graph (Jensen, 1996). A conditional probability table (CPT) is used to describe the probability of each value of the child node, conditioned on every possible combination of values of its parent nodes (Marcot et al., 2006). The information used to populate the CPTs in the network may originate from diverse sources such as empirical data, expert opinion (e.g., TK) and simulation outputs, and can be a combination of quantitative and qualitative data (e.g., Mantyka-Pringle et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2015). Thus, BBNs have been increasingly applied to complex socio-ecological problems such as the evaluation of alternative management options for natural systems under multiple stressors (Ban et al., 2014; Mantyka-Pringle et al., 2016), in adaptive management (Nyberg et al., 2006), and for representing TK in SK-based ecosystem management (McGregor et al., 2010).

In this paper, we show how a two-eyed seeing BBN can create a shared understanding of change in an ecosystem that is under cumulative environmental impacts: the Slave River Delta (SRD) in the Northwest Territories (NWT) of Canada. A BBN approach was selected for this study because the method is arguably ideally suited for bridging TK with SK. It provides an intuitive means of exploring system dynamics, and does not have to be explicitly represented at a common scale (Marcot et al., 2006). The SRD offers a useful case study to examine BBNs as a tool for blending TK and SK to address concerns arising from rapid and long-term environmental change (e.g., Schindler and Smol, 2006). Like many other regions of the world (e.g., Ferreira et al., 2014; Mantyka-Pringle et al., 2015; Obidzinski et al., 2012), these effects are felt most strongly in communities that remain dependent on natural resources for subsistence, livelihoods or cultural practices. Cumulative effects are often individually minor but can become collectively significant in ecosystems over space and time (Schindler, 2001; Segner et al., 2014), and these effects can be difficult to detect using conventional SK approaches because of the short-term nature of the instrumental record (e.g., Schwab et al., 2014). Indigenous people in northern Canada are responding to environmental change through the development of new institutional arrangements with stakeholders, government agencies, and researchers for the co-production of knowledge (Davidson-Hunt et al., 2013b). Our broad aim was therefore to present a theoretical and preliminary BBN for understanding the cumulative environmental impacts of multiple stressors on the SRD ecosystem, including both social and ecological consequences.
2. Background

The Slave River is the largest transboundary river in the NWT of Canada (Fig. 1). It draws its flow from catchments located in the provinces of Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchewan. Thus, the quality of Slave River water and sediment is substantially influenced by environmental conditions and anthropogenic activities that take place upstream of the NWT. The Slave River serves as a direct source of drinking water for the people and wildlife residing along its shores. It also provides habitat for many wildlife species that are hunted, fished and trapped by Northerners. Traditional foods, including fish, waterfowl and mammals are vital to the indigenous way of life, and are reported to make up between 5 and 33% of local harvester’s diet (Halseth, 2015). In 2013 91.8% of households in Fort Resolution and 73.9% in Fort Smith (two Slave River communities) indicated they had consumed meat or fish obtained from hunting or fishing (NWTBS, 2014).

The SRD lies at the outflow of the Slave River, in the southcentral portion of Great Slave Lake. Biological productivity in the SRD depends on continuous depositing of fresh sediment (English et al., 1997) and periodic flooding (Brock et al., 2008) that occurs during ice-jams in the spring. The SRD provides important habitat for numerous species of mammals, fish and waterfowl, and is indispensable to surrounding indigenous communities economically, socially, and culturally.

The Slave River basin has experienced increased resource development activity over the last several decades. Predominant industrial activities include oil and gas developments, oil sands operations, pulp and paper mills, coal and uranium mining, agriculture, and forestry (Pembina Institute, 2016). Further, the W.A.C. Bennett Dam, a hydroelectric development on the Peace River in northern British Columbia, exists upstream of the Slave River watershed. As these upstream developments have the potential to affect water resources, Northerners have raised concerns about impacts on the Slave River. In addition, the Slave River is undergoing further transformation due to climate change (Schindler and Smol, 2006). Concerns and questions about the quantity and quality of the water, and ultimately the health of wildlife and people who drink the water, are especially relevant in the SRD, given the subsistence lifestyle and the close connection to the land and water still prevalent today among indigenous people residing along the Slave River.

In response to community concerns about the health of the ecosystem in the SRD (Cash et al., 2000; Wolfe et al., 2007), the Slave River and Delta Partnership (SRDP) was created in 2010. The SRDP is a collaboration of First Nations, Métis, communities and agencies and organizations working, managing and living along the Slave River. Partners include three First Nations, three Métis organizations, territorial government and federal government agencies, the Town of Fort Smith and Hamlet of Fort Resolution and a college and research institute. Formation of the SRDP stemmed from development of Northern Voices, Northern Waters: NWT Water Stewardship Strategy (‘the Strategy’), which was collaboratively developed with Northerners. During Strategy development, community partners identified the need for locally-driven, community-based research and monitoring, and building capacity at the local level to meaningfully participate.

In partnership with the SRDP, a community-based monitoring program was developed to support communities to collect, interpret and use a system of environmental indicators to assess the cumulative effects of stressors on the SRD. The program was designed to provide information to help answer three key questions raised by the SRD community: (1) Is the water safe to drink? (2) Are the fish and wildlife safe to eat?, and (3) is the ecosystem healthy?

![Map of the Slave River and Delta region showing the boundary of the Slave River Basin and the location of the Bennett Dam and oil sands development upstream with insert positioning the region relative to the rest of Canada.](image)
3. Material and methods

3.1. Indicators and data sources

With the three guiding questions in mind, physical (e.g., water level), chemical (e.g., chemical residues in fish), biological (e.g., muskrat populations) and TK (e.g., changes in fish usage) indicators were chosen based on a two-day-workshop held in March 2011 attended by > 100 people from the SRD community to provide input on the monitoring of regional ecosystem health (AANDC and GNWT-ENR, 2012). Over the course of two years, 41 indicators (22 qualitative TK and 19 quantitative SK) were selected and refined to represent the key ecosystem health indicators that could be used to measure and monitor the health of the SRD (Table 1; see Appendix A for a full description of indicators). Indicators that were correlated with others (e.g., water temperature and dissolved oxygen under ice; number of bird species and bird usage; Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera species richness and invertebrate taxa richness) were removed to reduce the effect of collinearity. Other science indicators including macroinvertebrate invasive species, plant invasive species and air quality were excluded due to lack of data.

TK was gathered respectfully through one-to-one interviews with a total of 11 Elders from the two partner communities throughout 2014 (Bradford and Bharadwaj, 2015) under research ethics and community approval (University of Saskatchewan REB 13–165 and Aurora Research Institute License No. 15383). Interview questions focused on elicitation of information about social-ecological changes over time and comparisons of current experiences in relation to the past. Measures of water quality and quantity, fish health, aquatic invertebrate sampling, ice condition, wildlife health and counts were collected via a combination of field observations and document reviews during 2011–2015 (see Appendix B for a summary of data collection and sources).

3.2. Model construction and expert elicitation

The intent of the BBN was to link the TK and SK indicators together to assess cumulative environmental impacts. We adhered to the guidelines proposed by Marcot et al. (2006) when developing the BBN.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Knowledge Indicators</th>
<th>Scientific Knowledge Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water Quality</td>
<td>Turbidity, Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), Dissolved phosphorus (DP), Metals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish Health</td>
<td>Fish external anomalies, Fish internal anomalies, Fish bile PAHs, Fish mercury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildlife Health</td>
<td>Muskrat mercury, Moose stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Quantity</td>
<td>Water depth, Flow regime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant usage, Invasive plants</td>
<td>Invertebrate density, Invertebrate taxa richness, Shannon Wiener index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildlife Populations</td>
<td>Bird abundance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Change</td>
<td>Fur-bearer abundance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First, a conceptual model was constructed to identify the major causal links between the indicators and the three guiding questions (Fig. 2). Nine indices of water quality, fish health, wildlife health, water quantity, ice regime, food webs, wildlife populations, social change and livelihoods were used to group the indicators before feeding into the three questions. The conceptual model was then converted into a BBN using Netica software (Norsys Software Corporation, 2008). The BBN consists of independent (parent) and dependent (child) nodes, and the links (arrows) represent how the nodes are related. Underlying each child node is a conditional probability table (CPT) that specifies the probability of each state conditional on other nodes (Jensen, 1996; Marcot et al., 2006). The thresholds defining states for each parent node (indicator) were determined by either expert knowledge, published guidelines, or by using the 5th and 95th percentile values of each data set via consultation with Elders and freshwater scientists and managers who were familiar with the study region (see Appendix A). Child nodes were categorized into three alternative states of low, medium or high for the nine indices, or yes, don’t know and no for the three questions. SRDP representatives requested these child node states so that they would be easy to understand by the community. A BBN was chosen to model this system because of its ability to model interactions within the CPTs, and integrate empirical data with expert knowledge (Mantyka-Pringle et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2015). The model framework was presented to a range of indigenous representatives and experts in aquatic ecology and management that either had experience within the SRDP, or locally on the land to ensure that applicable indices and states had been included.

Experts were approached to take part in an expert elicitation procedure to assist in populating the CPTs of the BBN (9 indices and 3 question nodes) and effectively weight the importance of each indicator. This is a common approach and best practice when empirical data for specific nodes/relationships are absent (Ban et al., 2014; Martin et al., 2012). We invited nominations for individuals that held different types of knowledge (local harvesters, Elders, governmental representatives, and scientists) to participate in either of two workshops held in Fort Smith and Fort Resolution, NWT in May 2015. Experts with a strong knowledge of the land and the wildlife and who were familiar with ongoing science assessments in the region were nominated by their indigenous or community group. Sixteen experts with a breadth of knowledge regarding fish and wildlife health, social and livelihood factors, and water quality and quantity attended. An equal number of Elders (4), local harvesters (4), government staff (4) and scientists (4; 2 social scientists and 2 biophysical scientists) were chosen to reduce the bias that may be associated with the experts’ perceptions and cultural views.

A facilitated group discussion of the BBN and the indicators/indices in question was undertaken. For each index, and with no knowledge of the actual TK and SK data gathered during the program, workshop participants were asked a series of permuted hypothetical questions such as what is the likelihood that wildlife health is low, medium or high given that muskrat mercury and moose stress are low, moderate or high; mammal usage is less, same or more; and mammal aesthetics is worse, same or better? In light of research done by others suggesting that multiple modalities for introducing and collecting data enhance...
collaboration and cultural safety (Ball and Janyst, 2008; Schnarch, 2004), we used combined visual, narrative, and textual tools during the expert elicitation as opposed to singular methods (e.g., Kuhnert et al., 2010). A series of images were presented to the experts (see Appendix C) to assist them with remembering the different combinations of states/indicators for each scenario. Detailed information on the specific meaning and states of each indicator (see Appendix A) and how they were collected (see Appendix B) were discussed verbally and presented in a document format. Experts were then given two coloured markers and were asked to make independent estimates of the conditional probabilities in the form of 10 coloured dots drawn on a scale of 1 to 10 for each index (low = 1 to 3.5; medium = 3.5 to 7.5; high = 7.5 to 10; see Appendix D). This exercise was repeated for the question nodes (no = 1 to 3.5; don’t know = 3.5 to 7.5; yes = 7.5 to 10) with CPTs being populated based on combinations of states of the indices. These methods provided measures of uncertainty by requesting experts to provide upper and lower confidence dots as well as their best estimate dot imagining the range that their uncertainty estimate may fall between. An attempt to de-bias the responses was made by explaining the bias towards overconfidence as well as the importance of scenario-based role-playing before the survey began. Some indicators may be linked with outside influences. For example, ‘Travel’ (the transition from dog sleds and canoes) may be linked to technological advances rather than a direct link to the environment. Experts were asked to disregard these influences when estimating the CPTs. Experts were also asked to rank their level of expertise (little knowledge, some knowledge or top expert) for each index and response question. The group then reconvened and discussed these independent judgements. Experts were then invited to revise their initial estimates (if desired) based on the group discussion by drawing 10 new dots with a different coloured marker (see Appendix D for an example).

Expert elicitation surveys were converted into probabilities by measuring the placement of each dot on the scale of 1 to 10. We present the collated results as individual expert box plots to display the diversity and commonalities of opinions among knowledge holders on the SRD ecosystem health (Fig. 3). This demonstrates the trends, uncertainty and variance in opinions. The number of dots per state and scenario were counted and each expert was given an equal weighting in the calculation of a group mean. Cain’s (2001) CPT calculator was then used to generate the full CPTs using the experts’ averaged elicited probabilities. The CPT calculator works by reducing the number of scenarios in a CPT to key anchoring points which are then interpolated to complete the entire table. To run the BBN, the mean values of the empirical field datasets and the average responses of the Elders from interviews were calculated for the 19 SK indicators and 22 TK indicators. We originally intended to split the datasets into several case files to allow for the BBN to run multiple times to determine the output CPTs. However, comparable monitoring sites and sampling years did not exist among all the science indicators (see Appendix B). In Netica, averages were instead incorporated into the parent nodes and the new dependent node CPTs were quantified. Experts then reviewed the model to examine model behaviour.

It is important to note that since both TK and SK indicators are used to characterize the three guiding questions as shown in Fig. 2, the results represent a combined and interdependent assessment of: quantity and quality of fish, wildlife, water, ice; and changing social factors. A hypothetical yes, no or don’t know response does not indicate a standardized classification based on health and safety guidelines, but rather reflects the experts’ view of each question dependent on the interpretations of traditional knowledge over a lifespan as well as scientific data. Subjectivity is inherent in the assessment (Wiegmann, 2005).

3.3. Sensitivity analysis

After testing the model to confirm that it behaved in accordance with known situations and expert knowledge, sensitivity analysis of the model was performed (Johnson et al., 2013). This is a vital part of the evaluation process due to the amount of expert knowledge
incorporated within the BBN. Entropy reduction was used to determine which indicators were the most influential in terms of their effect on child nodes (indices and response questions). Entropy reduction measures the sensitivity of changes in probabilities of child nodes when parameters and inputs were changed within the BBN (Marcot et al., 2006). Thus, a larger value for entropy reduction represents a greater influence on the probability of SRD environmental health increasing or declining and causes the biggest change in the outcome of the three guiding questions.

4. Results

4.1. Responses among different knowledge holders

Elders ranked themselves as ‘top experts’ more than any other knowledge holder. Government representatives and scientists generally only assessed themselves as a ‘top expert’ in their own management area or research discipline, whereas local harvesters assessed themselves as having ‘some knowledge’ across all indices and questions. Scientists and government representatives felt they had ‘little knowledge’ about social change and livelihoods, whereas Elders considered they had ‘little knowledge’ about food webs. For the other indices and questions, the majority of experts ranked themselves as having ‘some knowledge’. Experts that assessed themselves as a ‘top expert’ provided higher probabilities with less uncertainty in comparison to when they ranked themselves as having less expertise (i.e., gave lower probabilities with more uncertainty). No other discernible trends were observed among responses and the experts’ assessments of their expertise.

Differences in the spread of responses for experts are illustrated in Fig. 3 for question 1, is the water safe to drink? In this question, for the hypothetical best-case scenario (when all parent nodes were in positive states), experts 1, 4 and 6 (2 local harvesters and 1 Elder) provided lowest estimate ranges (Fig. 3a), whereas for the worst-case scenario (when all parent nodes were in negative states) experts 9 and 10 (1 Elder and 1 government representative) provided slightly higher estimate ranges than other experts (Fig. 3b). For both scenarios, the remaining expert responses had ranges that at least partly overlapped. Similar response patterns were observed for questions 2 (are the fish and wildlife safe to eat?) and 3 (is the ecosystem healthy?), and for the various indices. Experts 13 and 16 (1 scientist and 1 Elder) had consistently high levels of confidence (i.e. limited range) across surveys. Some experts occasionally drew upper and lower confidence dots outside the range of their best-case and worst-case scenario. These dots were considered outliers and were removed from further analyses as they provided inconsistent probabilities and would have caused computing errors within the BBN. Given the similarity between the best case and worst-case scenario estimates for experts 1, 4 and 6, and the difficulty these experts expressed role-playing from their reality during the expert workshops, we decided to run the BBN twice. First, using all 16 experts and again with only the other 13 experts’ averaged CPTs to compare the outputs and assess the sensitivity of expert judgement (see Section 4.1).
4.2. SRD environmental health assessment

Data from long-term water quality monitoring in the Slave River at Fort Smith show that turbidity, dissolved and total metals, phosphorus and PAHs are below established guidelines (CCME, 1999). However, many of the TK holders interviewed report that the appearance and vitality of the water is worse compared with the past. Together, the BBN computed a higher probability (61%) that the SRD water quality is medium for this index (Fig. 4a). Changes to the flow regime, largely due to the W.A.C. Bennett Dam on the upper Peace River, have decreased spring and summer peak flows and increased winter flows. TK holders have observed lower flows and smaller spring ice-jam floods. Together, the BBN gave similar probabilities that the water quantity index is low or medium, with only a 1% probability of being high (Fig. 4b). Potential saturation of water with air under ice leading to a larger number of air pockets that create hazards, an average ice period, thick winter ice and a reduced significance of the ice in seasonal events resulted in a higher probability of the ice regime index being low or medium, with only a 1% probability that it is high (Fig. 4c).

Data on internal and external anomalies and PAHs in fish bile, and on fish mercury show moderate values for these indicators. TK states that the aesthetics and numbers of fish have declined over time. TK holds that the fish health index is low in comparison to other states (Fig. 4d). Mercury concentrations in muskrats were low and moose hair samples were of insufficient size to allow analysis of cortisol concentrations so equal probabilities were given for all states in this latter node. TK holders state that wildlife are fewer and in worse condition. Together, the BBN computed a higher probability (58%) that the wildlife health is medium for this index (Fig. 4e). Moderate numbers of waterfowl observed with time lapse

Fig. 4. Percent probabilities of the nine SRD environmental health indices (a–i) and the three guiding questions (j–l) by the BBN model. The probabilities for this BBN were populated with 16 experts that assessed 19 science based indicators and 22 traditional knowledge indicators.
cameras, coupled with local observations of fewer birds in worse condition and low fish health and medium wildlife health led to a slightly higher probability that the wildlife population index is low rather than medium, with only a 3% probability of it being high (Fig. 4f). Standard measures of invertebrate indicators of health (abundance and diversity) gave moderate values, while observations of more invasive plants and less use of traditional medicines because of changes to the wetlands of the Delta where specific plants grew resulted in a higher probability that the food web index is medium (62%) (Fig. 4g).

Large cultural changes, poorer animal ethics and loss of knowledge transmission due to infrequent storytelling resulted in a high probability that the social index is low (Fig. 4h). Fur-bearer abundance (number of muskrats trapped) are moderate, while local ability to travel and adapt to changes in climate and lifestyle means less harvesting and similar engagement in ecotourism relative to the past. Together, the BBN gave a higher probability (61%) that livelihood is scored medium for this index (Fig. 4i).

Based on this collective information, the probability distribution for Question 1 (is the water safe to drink?) resulted in 18%, 46% and 36% of yes, don’t know and no states, respectively (Fig. 4j). For Question 2 (are the fish and wildlife safe to eat?), the BBN calculated 7%, 43% and 50% probabilities for yes, don’t know and no states, respectively (Fig. 4k). For Question 3, (is the ecosystem healthy?), these probabilities were 1%, 45% and 54%, respectively.

When we compare the probabilities of the BBN with (Fig. 4) and without the three inconsistent experts’ estimates (see Appendix E), we discover higher probabilities (62–66%) that the ice regime and wildlife population indices are both medium. We also observe an 11–13% increase in the ‘don’t know’ probabilities for Question 1 and Question 3 in comparison to other states. No other significant changes were observed.

4.3. Model sensitivity

The sensitivity of the ecosystem health indicators to the nine indices and the three guiding questions reflects the expert judgement weightings involved in constructing the CPTs. For the water quality index, PAHs followed by metals and water vitality were the most important indicators influencing this node (Fig. 5a). Fish mercury and to a lesser extent internal anomalies were the key determinants of the fish health index (Fig. 5b). Flow regime and water depth were the most influential indicators for the water quantity index (Fig. 5c). The wildlife health index was driven by muskrat mercury and to a lesser extent mammal aesthetics (Fig. 5d), whereas the ice regime index was influenced most by ice thickness followed by the length of ice period (Fig. 5e). The food web index was equally influenced by invertebrate taxa richness, invertebrate density and the Shannon Wiener index (Fig. 5f).

The social index was most sensitive to animal ethics and storytelling (Fig. 5g), whereas the livelihood index was most sensitive to harvesting and fur-bearer abundance (Fig. 5h). Wildlife health followed by fish health indices primarily influenced both the wildlife population index (Fig. 5i) and Question 2 (are the fish and wildlife safe to eat?: Fig. 5j). For Question 1 (is the water safe to drink?), the water quality index was the most dominant feature influencing this node (Fig. 5k). For Question 3 (is the ecosystem healthy?), the combination of water quality, social change, water quantity, and wildlife population indices was the most important set of factors affecting change (Fig. 5l). There were no differences in the sensitivity of findings when the three inconsistent experts’ CPTs were removed from the BBN.

5. Discussion

5.1. Moving beyond simple integration

TK is often ‘integrated’ with SK for sustaining natural resources (e.g., Leonard et al., 2013; Moller et al., 2004), but may disadvantage indigenous peoples and cause power imbalances between indigenous knowledge systems and outside forces when attempting integration (Berkes, 2012; Johnson et al., 2016). Understanding how to bridge these knowledge systems rather than ‘integrating’ them remains a major gap in the practical application of adaptive and environmental co-management of social-ecological systems research. Repeated calls have, therefore, been made for a more nuanced typology of methods and governance that allows for multi-level indigenous engagement in more formalised environmental management contexts (e.g., Hill et al., 2012; Mistry and Berardi, 2016; Reid et al., 2006). The empirical application of a two-eyed seeing BBN approach can offer a way of bridging (without necessarily integrating) TK with SK to obtain both qualitative and quantitative assessments about system behaviour (Uusitalo, 2007). Here we demonstrated this by balancing TK with SK in the BBN to assess the cumulative impacts of multiple stressors on a social-ecological system under high uncertainty. The intent of the BBN was to initiate a political power neutral method for knowledge co-production by using multiple modalities including visual aids for data capture, discussion and triangulation during workshops, and by including expert elicitation from local people, Elders, government agents, and natural and social scientists.

In collaboration with scientists, government agencies, and local people, our efforts have built capacity for measuring environmental change, and contributed to developing a potential legacy monitoring tool for adaptation and use by local people to support decision making at various scales. These decisions can take the form of management actions at the community level (e.g., increase monitoring activities and share more TK within the community) as well as the Territorial (e.g., support implementation of the bilateral water agreements) or Federal government (e.g., reduce greenhouse gas emissions) levels. In particular, the nine indices evaluated are most valuable for management, with respect to assessment of change over time in each indicator in relation to cumulative effects. The BBN can now be used as a framework to rank and link such management actions into a system for improving ecosystem health under multiple stressors (e.g., Mantyka-Pringle et al., 2016), while intertwining TK and SK through this process in a more power neutral way.

5.2. Cumulative effects assessment

Through a combination of 41 indicators and nine indices that balanced TK and SK, we found that the environmental state of the SRD requires attention. The BBN, which was populated by expert opinion, computed lower probabilities that the SRD is healthy as it used to be when relying on the combined interpretations of traditional observations and scientific data. No single indicator was responsible for any significant change in the model calculations. Experts viewed PAHs and metals in water (SK), and water vitality (TK) as important indicators of water quality. Most important fish and wildlife health indicators were contaminants (SK) and aesthetics (TK). Experts viewed water quality and quantity (SK & TK) and social change (TK) as important indicators of overall ecosystem health. Out of seven pairs of comparable indicators used in the BBN, TK and SK directly contradicted each other only once (worse physical appearance of water – TK, low turbidity - SK; see Appendix F). For four indicators (fish, birds, mammals, and air pockets/DO) we have TK in a ‘worse’ state and SK in a ‘moderate’ state. For one indicator (ice), we have TK in a ‘moderate’ state and SK in a ‘best’ state. For one indicator (flow), we have both in a ‘worst’ state. Although TK and SK can frequently agree with each other in other regions (e.g., Lyver, 2002), our SK indicators were generally ranked as being in moderate condition, whereas TK indicators were ranked as being poor in comparison with the past, a common outcome in studies conducted in northern Canada (Parlee et al., 2012; Pearce et al., 2015). It should be remembered that the SK indicators reported here are inherently spatial (i.e., comparing to other locations) while the TK indicators are predominantly temporal (i.e., comparing across time). Together this resulted in higher uncertainty in some of the
Fig. 5. Sensitivity of each index (a–i) and guiding question (j–l) to key ecosystem health indicators/indices included in the BBN. Values are expressed using entropy reduction, which is a measure of how much findings at one node can influence the beliefs in another.
model calculations as reflected in the similar probabilities of the different responses (i.e., ‘no’ vs. ‘don’t know’) to the three guiding questions. The different perceptions that were expressed among diverse knowledge holders means that additional data collection and information from the community is needed to reduce the uncertainty in the BBN and to gain clearer confidence in the results.

Our results are consistent with others examining northern Canadian ecosystems (Cash et al., 2000; Dubé et al., 2006; Schindler and Smol, 2006) that rate overall environmental quality as moderate based on SK and poor based on TK. These results, coupled with ours, show that the deep, place-based knowledge held locally leads to an understanding of environmental change that is fundamentally different than that held by western scientists. This may be due to an inability of SK to detect subtle, incremental change over a short time, an altered or unsubstantiated perception of change by local knowledge holders or both (Moller et al., 2004). This disparity does not mean that either knowledge type is invalid, but instead highlights the importance of including both in environmental assessments and management in a balanced way to promote a more holistic understanding of environmental issues.

5.3. Challenges with blending TK and SK

The uncertain outputs of the BBN for the three guiding questions mirrors informal and formal discussions with SRD community members and other experts familiar with the region that reveal a range of opinions about water and food safety and ecosystem health. Many believe that while the water, fish and wildlife have changed over time, they are still safe enough to drink and eat, and this is strongly supported by established environmental quality guidelines (e.g., CCME, 1999; Health Canada, 2007). Others have indicated differently, as illustrated in the range of responses from the experts when they took both TK and SK worldviews into context. The discrepancy in these views and the uncertainty in the BBN results is partly epistemological, pertaining to the different ways in which knowledge is derived and used from a specific set of foundational beliefs about the world (Raymond et al., 2010). Because SK is founded upon certain universal truths about the world based on objectivism, those reliant on SK would likely answer ‘yes’ to the question of whether the water is safe to drink, because it would be based on low levels of chemicals in the water. However, the knowledge derived would be reductionist in nature – reduced to certain universal truths about the world (e.g., the physical properties of chemicals).

Conversely, TK is not derived from universal truths about the world, but rather beliefs and experiences. In this sense TK is more reflexive and agency-driven because it is a product of, for example, different personal stories over time about certain phenomena (e.g., see Stave et al., 2007). If one were to only use TK in answering the same question of whether the water is safe to drink, the output would likely be ‘no’ because Elders have signposted substantial change in water appearance and vitality through their stories, experiences and multiple observations (Bradford and Bharadwaj, 2015). Thus the knowledge derived would be from different socio-cultural contexts, agency-driven (individual stories), and multiple observations, but could not be reduced to any universal truth about the world (e.g. chemical properties of water).

Instead, by balancing SK and TK in our two-eyed seeing BBN, we obtain a higher probability that we ‘don’t know’ whether the water is safe to drink because our BBN allows for a more shared understanding of change in the SRD ecosystem than if we were to exclusively use SK or TK. This does not mean that our outputs are correct or unproblematic at the local level because there is no validation outside of the model, and different users may view one form of knowledge as more legitimate than the other in the context of the health of the SRD ecosystem. This makes it difficult to reconcile reductionist SK with a more reflexive TK because the former uses specific universal truths as its knowledge baseline, while the latter uses different and multiple beliefs temporarily derived from varied socio-cultural local contexts. Yet, our approach contributes to co-adaptive management in social-ecological systems research by offering a way of mitigating or dissolving the potential power geometries that can be initially generated in social learning practices when different epistemological positions are being drawn from SK and TK to solve complex social-ecological problems through co-production methods (Armitage et al., 2011; Berkes, 2009).

5.4. Limitations

Our model included only a limited number of variables and input states, which is a limitation of the expert-elicitation approach, especially when weighting and combining factors is required (Camerer and Johnson, 1997). Any conclusions about human health risks in the context of fish, wildlife and water requires more detailed information on consumption rates, age and gender (Health Canada, 2012), the selective discard of rare diseased animals, the relative health benefits of wild-caught vs. store-bought foods (Kuhnlein and Receveur, 1996) and the potential negative impacts of consumption advisories (McAuley and Knopper, 2011) especially as they relate to perception of risk (Slovic, 1987). Additional future interviews within the communities could also focus more specifically on local experiences and perceptions of human health risks related to consumption of traditional foods to provide further detailed information and more concretely address the three guiding questions. Importantly, the establishment of the BBN and the compilation of existing data will allow continual re-visitation of the outputs of the model based on future TK and SK, allowing for an assessment of the change in water and fish safety and ecosystem health over time. We therefore highlight that our modelling approach was intended to be theoretical and preliminary and we emphasize the need for routine updating. Yet, the model is regarded as being a credible and legitimate representation of a complex environment. BBNs can be easily updated as new knowledge about a system becomes available (Marcot et al., 2006), and we recognize the need for more data and additional experts to improve the robustness of model calculations, and to reduce uncertainty.

Due to the nature of the BBN, CPTs of indices and guiding questions were elicited from experts. Some information may, therefore, be biased and based on intuition rather than real data (Martin et al., 2012; O’Hagan et al., 2006). For example, some experts found scenario-based role playing extremely challenging because the best-case scenario, where all parent nodes are in positive states (e.g., high water quantity and high fish and wildlife health), is not currently what is being observed by the SRD community (Bradford and Bharadwaj, 2015). This led to three experts eliciting lower best-case scenario estimates relative to alternative scenarios, a paradoxical result that may have stemmed from a lack of understanding of the elicitation process. Additionally, high levels of confidence expressed by two experts and less knowledge in social change, livelihoods, and food webs as indicated in experts’ self-assessments of their expertise may also be other forms of bias (McBride et al., 2012; Moore and Healy, 2008). However, regardless of whether these experts were included or excluded from the model, the BBN showed no major changes in either its output or sensitivity. Such biases were also not consistent across the range of experts or knowledge areas as that would indicate poor elicitation (O’Hagan et al., 2006). In environmental management, there has been a lack of emphasis in understanding peoples’ perceptions, including indigenous people (Davidson-Hunt et al., 2013a) and managers (Iftekhar and Pannell, 2015). Agencies should therefore be aware of the influence of biases, but avoid the temptation to rely on self-assessment and input from fewer, more highly-specialized experts because diverse ‘perceptions’ are important and should be communicated to decision-makers (e.g., Martin et al., 2012; Morgan et al., 2001). Instead, experts may require training to convey TK or SK accurately to decision-makers. Thus, we advocate along with others (Raymond et al., 2010) for a shift in science from the development of knowledge integration products to the development of knowledge integration processes enabling multiple
views and multiple methods to be considered in relation to an environmental management problem.

5.5. Policy-relevant insights

Based on the cumulative information gathered as part of this study, other research (e.g., Pembina Institute, 2016; Wolfe et al., 2007), and historically (e.g., Cash et al., 2000; Dubé et al., 2006; Schindler and Smol, 2006), there is concern for the overall health of the SRD system. Given the pace of development in upstream watersheds, our case study suggests that management and policy changes, such as fully implementing transboundary water management agreements, should occur to lessen the effects of human and natural activities, including climate change, so that quality and quantity of fish, wildlife and water persist, and indigenous traditional rights continue to be honoured allowing hunting, fishing, gathering and trapping.

Similar to other parts of the world with strong indigenous land tenure such as the Brazilian Amazon (Simmons, 2002) or northern Australia (Jackson et al., 2005), water resources policy needs to be cautious and consider whether risks of development are acceptable given the existing pressures on fish and wildlife, water, the ecosystem, and the effects on livelihoods driven by cumulative impacts and future global change. The successful implementation of adaptive co-management in social-ecological systems that involve multiple stressors are only as effective as the manner in which planning practices are able to bridge TK and SK across distinct ecosystem and jurisdictional territories. NWT is one jurisdiction that has fully embraced the recognition of indigenous values in water management through the NWT Water Stewardship Strategy (GNWT, 2010). Transboundary communication of downstream effects is also necessary for accurate assessment of the potential impacts of upstream development along rivers (Raadgever et al., 2008). The recently signed Alberta-NWT Bilateral Water Management Agreement acknowledges the need to consider traditional knowledge, and also specifically agrees to “identify and implement ways to synthesize and blend traditional and local knowledge, western science and other forms of knowledge in decision-making” (GA and GNWT, 2016).

To enhance political traction between TK and SK, a global policy for indigenous people’s cultures and rights should be mainstreamed through all relevant global governance platforms like the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (Mantyka-Pringle et al., 2015). We are mindful that proximally locating such a policy at the global level may be conceived in some way as detracting from the ethos of TK as a locally and culturally-situated form of knowledge, although globally constructed forms of knowledge often speak to, and are more attractive to, the needs of local policymakers (Turnhout et al., 2016). A global policy would support indigenous participation in environmental agreements and management and answer the calls being made for more TK to influence international global assessments such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) or the Intergovernmental Panel on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) (Beck et al., 2014; Ford et al., 2016). More so than the IPCC, the IPBES has gone some way to embracing different knowledge from a variety of audiences working at different scales (Díaz et al., 2015). However, there still remains a push by technical experts to keep assessments more standardized and global in nature (Soberón and Peterson, 2015) rather than attempting to spatially bridge diverse forms of knowledge as a means to understand whole system non-linear dynamics of multiple stressors in the environment in the context of social-ecological systems thinking.

In the case of provisioning integrated and transdisciplinary approaches, this paper has demonstrated the strengths of bridging TK with SK to support environmental management decision-making. This does not necessarily mean that BBNs are sure-fire ways to bring together the two paradigms respectfully. In some cases (e.g., spiritual practices) it may not be appropriate to attempt any bridging at all, whereas in other cases (e.g., knowledge co-production for conservation), it may be appropriate to go beyond bridging to synthesize the two kinds of knowledge creatively (Johnson et al., 2016). Each bridging effort will be unique and will no doubt take much hard work from all the partners involved. Still, we believe that the balancing of TK and SK can be achieved in other monitoring and research programs worldwide for improved conservation and resource management that transformatively draws from the wider normative framework of adaptive co-management in social-ecological systems.
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